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10 Membership of United Nations 

On 14 December 1955, the General Assembly of the United Nations admitted 

sixteen countries to membership in the Organization: 

Albania QeÿlorL Italy Nepal 
Austria Finland Jordan Portugal 
Bulgaria Hungary Laos Romania 
Cambodia Ireland Libya Spain 

2. Review of the United Nations Charter 

2,1 The Assembly will remember that; in Article 106, paragraph 3, the United Nations 

Charter provides for its review after..ten years. The General Assembly therefore 

considered a proposal to call a General Conference of the Members of the United 

Nations for the purpose of revieking the Charter. It decided that such a conference 

should be held at an ' appropriate time and appointed _a committee consisting if all 

the Members of the United Nations to consider, in consultation with the Secretary - 

General, .the 'question of 'fixing a time and place for the conference and its 

organization and procedure; The Committee is to report to the General Assembly 

at its twelfth -sessions The Secretary -•General was requested in this connexion to 

prepare a Repertory of Practice of the United Nations' Organizations.l 

30 Atomic еn�..rgy 

3»1 The'déc�sions of the United Nations General Assembly relating to atomic energy 

are reported under 'item 6,6 of the Agenda. 

1 Organization an rati'n of the Economic and Social Council 

4.1 The Economic and Social Council put into effect in 1955 the plan which it 

adopted last year with a view to concentrating its work on major economic and social 

ргоblешв02 At its nineteenth session (March 1955) the Council discussed a number 

1 
Resolution 992 (х) of the General Assembly. 

2 
Resolution 557 (М71:!_ ±) cf the Council. 
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of economic questions, none of which directly concerna WHO. The agenda of its 

twentieth session (July /August 1955) included three main items: the..world есonnmic 

situation, the world social situation and a general review of the development and 

co- ordination of the economic and social programmes of the United Nations and the 

Specialized Agencies as a whole. The. twenty -first session of the Council opened 

on 17.Apri1 1956. Any important „decia,ion taken by the. Council at this session 

which affects the work of WHO will be reported to the Health Assembly in an addendum 

to this paper. 

4.2 :At the twentieth session of the Council, the Secretary -General 'of 'the United • Nations, the ranking officers Of the United Nations who are responsible for écónomic 

and social programmes and for co- ordination, and the executive heads of the 

Specialized Agencies concerned or their representatives, contributed to the discussion 

at the Council's invitation.. The Deputy. Director- General of WHO attended the 

meetings at which the Council considered the world social situation and the general 

review of programmes and co- ordination. 

4+.3 In summing up the twentieth session of the Council, the Secretary- General 

observed that these meetings, which were among the most constructive that the 

Council had yet held, "pointed in the direction of a greater will to, meet across 

the table to analyse the problems together and to find solutions!'. xt is significant 

that the resolutions on the world social situation,1 and on the general review of • international programmes2 were adopted unanimously, after formal or informal 

exchanges of views among the delegations, 

5. World social situation 

5.1 General debate and conclusions, The Council's discussion of the world social 

situation was based cari the International Survey of 'Programmes of social Development3 

to which WHO had contributed, the Report of the Social Commission and a. report on 

the definition and measurement of standards and levels of living (see paragraph 6.2 

1 
Resolution 585 (XX) of the Council. 

2 
Resolution 590 (XX) of the Council. 

UN document Е/CN.5 /301 Rev.1. 
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below). The Council 81So heard the views of the executive heads of ILO, UNESCO and 

WHO on aspects of the world social situation which concern their agencies. The 

International Survey pointed out inter alia that in the past 10 years governments 

have tended to assume ever -increasing responsibility in improving social conditions. 

Aa this document had only recently reached the governments, there was little 

substantive discussion on it. The points which received most attention were community 

development and the definition and measurement of standards and levels of living. 

Some members also commented on two points raised by Specialized Agencies: the need 

for higher productivity, which can contribute to social progress and higher levels 

of living, and the problems of peoples undergoing rapid transition from rural to 

urban life. . 

5.2 The Council ►s resolution 585 (XX). W ,rld social situation is divided into 

several sections some of which refer to the work of the Council and others to that 

of the Social Commission. The full text of resolution 585 (XX) is reproduced in 

Annex A. For convenience the latter sections are considered under sub - leading б 

below: Work óf the United Nations in the social field. 

5.3 Section Н of resolution 585 (XX), which carries the sub -title world social 

situation, states in Part 'I the general ccnclúsiOn drawn by the Council from its 

debate on this subject. Although the International Survey of PrOgrammеs of Social 

Development showed progress in improving social conditions, the Council recognized 

that much remains to be done and considered that the reduction of expenditure on 

armament would permit an increase in the resources available for the improvement of 

social conditions and would at the same time establish a climate favourable for the 

expansion of international co•- operation in the economic and social fields. The 

Соuncil expressed confidence that governments would continue to spare no efforts to 

improve the social aril economic conditions in their owncоцntries and elsewhere and 

would further increase these efforts when additional resources are freed by an 

ágrèement on disarmament, 
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5.4 When the General Assembly of the United Nations considered the report of the 

Economic and Social Council, many delegations expressed satiеfaction,at the progress 

achieved in the social field by the Council and its commissions, and some. commented 

favourably on the progress in the co- ordination of the social projects of, the United 

Nation!; with those of the Specialized Agencies, The General Assembly noted that the 

Economic and Social Council had brought its treatment of social problems into better 

balance with its treatment of economic problems and it gave ncreasingattention to 

the inter -dependence of economic and social development.1 

5'5 The Council ' s discussions of broad economic and social problems ,give it an 

opportunity to recognize that there cannot be progress in these fields without 

pro Tress in health, a fact which has guided WHO ' s ef_г oA is and general poliscy.. ;:These 

debates also give WHO an opportunity to inform the Council of developments Iп health 

"which should be taken into account in foz'T'lulating social policies and planning. nter- 

national programmes. It is therefore important that WHO should be, in á position to 

provide . the Council with adequate information on the health situation, in the world. 

This question is discussed under 6.7 of the аgenda, 

5.6 Future reports on social conditi':ns and international action..0 In Section Hof 

resolution 585 (XX), Parts II and III refer to the reports which the Couтictl will 
require for its future debates on the world social situation. Three reports•.'аге 

requested 

A report on the world social situatiоn to be submitted in 1957. This 

report is to place chief emphasis on changes since 1952 and to give special. 

аttыnt�.on to the problems of peoples undergoin. rapid transition especially 

tbrough urbanization. In its resolution on international definition and 

measurement of standards and levels of 1.ving (see 6�2 below) the Council 

requested that the reports on the 'world social situation be used to 

disseminate information on levels of living and changes therein 

A second survey of Programmes of Social Development to be submitted in 

1959. This report is to place chief emphasis on changes since 1955 and 

to include material on international measures to improve social conditions 

and on further use of community development as a technique for impróving 

the levels of living. 

1 UN document 2 / 'i ?2, 
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A report to the twenty- second session of the Council (1956) on the extent 
ta which the priorities and programmes set forth in Council Resolution 496 
(XVI) on the programme of concerted practical action in the social field 

has been taken into account and implemented by the United Nations and 
Specialized Agencies. 

5.7 The reports which the Council considers for its debate on the world social 

situation are prepared in response to requests from the United Nations General 

Assembly in its resolution 280 (III) and by the Economic and Social Council in 

resolutions 244 (IX) and 309 (XI). The latter resolution refers to a recommendation 

brought by the Social Commission at its sixth session concerning the desirability 

of. having .an international report on social conditions "which would be of practical 

va.l�tе tо governments and the various organs Of the United Nations in planning 

activities in the social fiel. ",1 Тhese reportё are prepared by the United Nations 

with the co- operation of the Specialized Agenciés concerned. They form part of the 

United Nations' background research basic to social policy which is described as 

follows: "Research on the world social situation, social development and standards 

of living - broad studies intended to provide the policy-making bodies of the 

organizations belonging to the United Nations family and governments with a 

perspective on the interrelationships and relative importance of the problems and 

techniques of action in the different social fields ".2 

5.8 The report on concerted practical action in the social field was requested by 

the 'General Assembly in résoiutïon 535 ,(VI) which "called the attention of the 

Economic and Social Council to the Preliminary Report on the world social situation 

and requested the Council, taking due c-ccount of the findings of that report and of 

the suggestions submitted by the countries directly concerned, to draw up a programme 

of practical action for the United Nations in the social field to be implemented in 

co- operation with the Specialized Agencies .". The report was prepared by the 

United Nations.in consultation With ILO, FAO, UNESCO and WHO and is designed to 

present their social programmes as a whole, The Council approved this report in 

resolution 496 (XVI) which sets out general principles and immediate objectives for 

assistance to governments. 

� UN document Е /1678, rarЯ.graph 104. 

2 UN document E/CN'S/29].. Rev1, paragraph 41. 
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5.9 It will be remembered that the Council focused its attention for several years 

on priorities in the economic and social work of the United Nations Organizations 

and, in 1952, adopted a list of priority programmes in these fields (resolution 

451 A (XIV)). The series of decisions quoted above gives evidence that the Council - 

has shifted the emphasis of its work since 1952 toward the discussion of economic 

and social conditions and plans for practical action. 

6. Work of the United Nations Organizations in the social field: 
recommendations of -tige Social Commission 

6,1 The Social Commission has two functions: to advise the Economic and Sokota2. 

Council on social questions of a general character and on measures needed for the 

co- ordination of activities in the social field and to direct the work of the 

United Nations in the social field. The sections of resolution 585 (ХХ) which are 

discussed below refer to the recommendations of the Social Commission regarding the 

work of the United Nations, including work in which the Specialized Agencies are 

invited to co- operate. In addition, section A of this resolution takes note of the 

report of the Social Commission and section E relates to the financing of housing 

and community programmes. 

6.2 International definition and measurement of standards and levels of living. 

Section В of resolution 585 (XX) refers to the report of the Committee of Experts 

on this subject who proposed, inter alfa, certain "measurable components" of levels 

of living. 

6.2.1 In this resolution, the Council: 

Commended the "measurable component approach", 

Pointed to the immediate need for defining such components and for 
developing statistical systems which would take account of them. 

Drew to the attention of governments the methods recommended by the 
experts for carrying out studies of levels of living and planning social 
and economic development programmes, 

1 
Terms of reference of the Social Commission: Council resolution 2/10 (II) 

and UN document E/1678, page 26. 
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Requested the Secretary -General to promote, in association with 

the Specialized Igencies concerned, the carrying out of family living 

surveys and to provide technical assistance in such surveys. 

6.2.2 WHO has taken part in the work on the definition and measurement of standards 

and levels of living as follows: 

Meeting of the UN /UNESCO Committee of Experts on this subject, 

1953 - WHO was represented. 

Meetings of the United Nations Statistical Commission 1954 and 

Social Commission 1955 - WHO was represented and submitted 
working papers. 

WHO Expert Committee on Health Statistics, 1954, examined the 
health components proposed by the UN /UNESCO Committee - its 

report was communicated to the Statistical and Social Commissions. 

WHO Study Group on Health Indicators, 1955, examined these health 
components - its report will be circulated to the other organizations 

concerned. 

ILO Working Group of Experts on Family Living Studies, October 

1955 - WHO nominated one of the experts and wag represented at 
the meeting. 

6.3 
. 
Community development. Resolution 585 (xx) section C refers to the Secretary - 

General's report. Principles of community development (UN document E /CN.5 /303) in 

which community development is defined as follows: "Community develорmenttl implies 

the integration of two sets of forces making for human welfare, neither of which can 

do the job alone: (i) the opportunity and capacity for co- operation, self -help, 

ability to assimilate and adapt new ways of living that is at least latent in every 

human group, and (ii) the fund of techniques and tools in every social and economic 

field, drawn from world -wide experience and now in use or available to national 

governments and agencies". 

6.3.1. In this resolution the Council: 

Recommended the Secretary- General1s report for the consideration of 

governments and for implementation so far as practicable by all concerned. 

1 Used in a generic sense this term includes (1) physical improvements such as 
roads, housing, irrigation, drainage and better farming practices, (2) functional 
activities such as health, education and recreation, and (3) community action involving 
group discussion, community analyses of local needs, the setting up of committees) the 

seeking of needed technical assistance, and the selection and training of personnel. 
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Invited governments to furnish their comments on the principles 
outlined in the report, which will be further considered by the Social 
Commission in 1957. 

Requested the Secretary -General, in co- operation with the Specialized 
Agencies and, as appropriate, with the regional economic commissions 
(а) to continue to assist governments in community development projects 
(b) to encourage and assist regional co- operation in this field and 
(c) to give attention to several questions including the role which 
the various technical services play in balanced community development. 

6.3.2 The co- operative activities of the international organizations in this 

general field include the United Nations programme of community development, UNESCO's 

fundamental education programme and work of ILO and FAO relating to сo- operativeir, 

agricultural extension and home economics. WHO has stated that health demonstration 

areas and some aspects of environmental sanitation and of education and training 

are related to community development. This work is co- ordinated through a technical 

working group of the ACC.: At its third meeting, in 1956, the technical working 

group will attempt to clarify and re- define as necessary, on the basis of recent 

experience, the concept of community development and related concepts such as 

fundamental education and agricultural extension. 

6.3.3 The main WHO projects_ related to community development, in which other 

organizations are taking part, are the following: 

Calyub health demonstration area, Egypt (participation by UN and 
FAO, liaison with UNEBCO through the • Arab States Fundamental 
Education Centre). 

Leyte schistosomiasis project, the Philippines: this is being used 
as an approach 'to community development. 

6.3.4 Work undertaken and planned by the United Nations under its community 

development programme, with which WHO is associated is as follows: 

Field surveys of community development: in 1952 and 1953 the 
United Nations organized, with the co- operation of Specialized 
Agencies, three field surveys; WHO consultants took part in two 
of them. WHO has appointed a member of a similar survey mission 
to Africa which is to take place early in 1956. 
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Conferences and study tours of government officials. In 1954 the 

United Nations organized an international conference on community 
development in Manila;. WHO and. other Specialized Agencies were 
represented. It organized a study tour of community development 
in the Eastern Mediterranean in September 1955. WHO was consulted 

'but the time allowed for the preparation of the study tour was too 
short to enable this Organization to take part. 

Village development programme, India; the South -East Asia Regional 
Office maintains liaison with the United Nations concerning UN 
assistance to this programme. 

6.3.5 UNESCO fundamental education projects in which WHO is co- operating are: 

Arab States Fundamental Education Centre, Egypt: three WHO 
consultants are working as staff members of the Centre, 

Fundamental Education Centre for Latin America, Mexico: the 
Regional Office for the Americas maintains liaison with this 
Centre. 

Appraisal of fundamental education training centres: (between 
October 1955 and February 1956). This comprises "workвhop" 
meetings at the two centres and an appraisal mission. WHO is 

taking part in both activities. 

National fundamental education projects in Ceylon and Thailand. 

6.4 Training ‚f welfare personnel. Sеetion D of resolution 585 (XX) refers to 

the Secretary -Generals report on training of social welfare personnel (UN document 

Е/С • 5/3a+) . . 

6,4 .1 In this resolution the Council: 

Confirmed the value of training and using not only professional social 
workers but also in certain cases local multi- purpose and auxiliary workers.. 

Recommended to Member States_ a review of the extent to which the principles 
and recommendations of the Social Commission relating to social work education 
and in- service training have been implemented in their countries, also studies 
of training needs and activities and the improvement of training facilities. 
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Requested the Secretary- General to continue consultation with the 

Specialized Agencies concerned in the examination of common problems 

encountered in training auxiliary and community workers: also to continue 
the United Nations activities relating to social welfare training, giving 

priority to assistance to governments. 

6.4.2 Since 1954, the training of auxiliary and community workers has been included 

in the scope of the ACC working group on community development. Work undertaken and 

planned on this subject is as follows: 

The United Nations with the co- operation of the Specialized 

Agencies organized three seminars of regional experts on this 

subject in 1952 -1953. WHO was represented at the seminars and 

was consulted concerning participants qualified in health. Some 

of the information on training given in the Secretary -General's 

report on Principles of Community Development was derived from 

the reports of these seminars. 

In 1954 an ACC working group formulated tentative conclusions 

concerning the training of auxiliary and community workers. 

These conclusions were examined by the WHO Expert Committee on 

Auxiliary Health Personnel in October 1955. The report of this 

Committee will be communicated to the other interested 

organizations. 

6.5 Maintenance of family levels of living. Section F of resolution 585 (xx) 

refers to a proposal made by the Social Commission at its tenth session (May 1955) 

concerning the formulation of recommendations for a co- ordinated policy regarding 

family living levels, particularly in the application of broad programmes of social 

security, social assistance and related social services for family and child 

welfare. 

6.5.1 In this resolution, the Council: 

Invited the ILO and other Specialized Agencies concerned to 

co- operate with the United Nations in a joint study of these problems. 

Authorized the Secretary -General to study these problems and to 
convene jointly with ILO and in co- operation with other Specialized 
Agencies an expert working group to assist in the examination of the 

technical problems involved. 

Invited the Social Commission, ILO and other Specialized Agencies 
to examine the report of the working group and requested the Secretary - 
General to report their views and his own to the Council in 1958. 
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6,5.2 The work to be carried out uвdеe this resolution will include the convening 

of the UN /ILO Expert Working Group, at which WHO will be represented, and the 

preparation of comments on its repоrt. 

6.6 Advisory social welfare services of the United Nations. In resolution 585 (XX) 

section G, the Council recommended a significant increase in the budget allocations 

to the advisory social welfare services of the United Nations. The General Assembly 

subsequently approved an increase of about 30 per cent,, bringing the total 

allocations for these services to approximately one million dollars a year. 

6.6,1 Organizational changes made by the Secretary -- General with the approval of 

the Economic and Social Council1 have tended to link the advisory social welfare 

services more closely to the work of the UN Regional Economic Commissions and to 

alternate social welfare staff between field and headquarters assignments. 

6,6.2 ^uese decisions may be expected to increase the work of the United Nations 

Bureau of Social Affairs with which WHO co-operates and to bring the regional 

offices of WHO into closer contact with this work. 

6.7 It will be noted that theca resolutions (with the exception of section G on 

advisory social welfare services) call upon the United Nations, with the co- operation 

of the Specialized Agencies, to collect information on specific problems and to 

prepare reports for consideration by the Social Commission, The collection of 

information involves the analysis of data supplied by governments, the convening 

of expert groups and in some cases field surveys or regional meetings. The United 

Nations consults the Specialized Agencies concerning the plans for this work through 

the ad hoc meetings on international social programmes held under the auspices of 

the ACC and through technical working groups of the ACC. It also circulates its 

reports on this work for comment by the Specialized Agencies before submitting them 

to the Social Commission. 

6.8 In its resolutions the Council calls the attention of governments to the 

recommendations made by the Social Commission on these matters and E:uthorizes the 

Secretary -Genera. to provide assistance to governments in the relevant r -e gammes. 

1 Resolution 557 A (YVIп' of the Council. 
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In addition the Secretary -General's reports are generally issued as United Nations 

technical documents and receive fairly wide distribution in the governmental 

departments concerned. Thus these reports not only form the basis for UN assistance 

to governments but may be used by the countries in planning national activities and 

making requests for technical assistance. 

6.9 Although WHO does not initiate these projects, it has an obligation to 

co- operate in them. In so doing it assumes technical responsibility for their health 

aspects. As noted above, WHO has opportunity at all stages of the work to make 

. known to the United Nations the views expressed in the World Health Assembly and the 

experience gained in health activities. As is normal, the representatives of the 

different technical disciplines who are associated with this work sometimes hold 

differing views about principles and methods. The inter -agency consultations 

through ACC are designed to achieve balance among these views and to enable all to 

contribute to the common aim. It would be of great value to the Director- General 

in all the activities relating to these projects if he might have the comments of 

the Health Assembly on the technical points at issue. 

7. General review of international programmes 

7.1 The annual report of WHO and those of other Specialized Agencies were considered 

by the Council at its twentieth session not as separate items, but as part of the • general review of the development and co- ordination of the economic, social and human 

rights programmes and activities of the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies 

as a whole. The Council also considered under this item the reports of its subordinate 

bodies, including the Social Commission, and the eighteenth report of the 

Administrative Committee on Co- ordination,1 

7.2 After a plenary session in which the Secretary -General made an introductory 

statement on the general review, the Council referrc-d this item to its Co- ordination 

Committee, which was re-established for the first time since 1952. In an attempt 

to catch the real substance of the work done by the various organizations and its 

1 UN document E /2728. As this report was communicated to the Eighth World 
Health Assembly in dociment АF /Р&E /11, it is not reproduced in this document. 
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implications, the Committee called on the representatives cf the Secretary- General 

and the heads of Specialized Agencies tc clarify a number cf practical points that 

applied to several organizations. These points are recalled in the Council's 

resolution 590 (XX) which is reproduced below. 

7.3 The Council was aware that the general review had perhaps not given enough 

opportunity for the Specialized Agencies to report on their operations and for the 

Council to review them in relation to its own work. It invited the ccanments of 

the Agencies on the procedures adopted f or the general review, and the Administrative 

Committee on Co- ordination is considering this matter. In view of the interest 

which members of the Council expressed in the work cf the Specialized Agencies, 

especially in the debate on the world social situation, it is expected that the 

reports of the Agencies will be discussed more fully during the general review in 

future years. 

7.4 Resolution 590 (XX) of the Council, general review of the development and 

co- ordination of the economic, social and human rights programmes and activities 

of the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies as a whole, is as follows: 

THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL, 

I 

RECALLING its co- ordinating functions under Articles 5S 
and 63 of the United Nations Charter, 

HAVING EXAMINED the statement by the Secretary -General 
entitled "General Review of the Develcpment and Co- ordination of 

the Economic, Social and Human Rights Programmes and Activities 

of the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies as a Whole "l 

and the annual reports of the Specialized Agencies,2 

1 Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Twentieth Session, 
Annexes, agenda item 4, document E/2769. 

2 
The report of WHO consisted of the following documents: The work of WHO 

1954, Annual Report of the Director -General to the World Health Assembly and to 
the United Nations: Off. Rec. W1d. 11th Org. 1955, 59 (Е/2724) and Supplementary 

Report: Notes on the Report of the World. Health Organization for 1954, June 1955 

(E/2724 Add.1) . The reports cf the other Specialized. Agencies were also considered 
by the Council under this item. 
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RAVING FURTHER EXAMINED the seventeenth and eighteenth reports 
of the Administrative Committee on Co- ordination,` 

CONSIDER_т_NG that close co- ordination in the work of the United 
Nations and the Specialized Agencies is indispensable in order to 
achieve the maximum benefit from their limited resources, 

1. TAКES NOTE of the above -mentioned reports;2 

2. NOTES with appreciation the efforts of the Administrative 
Committee on Co- ordination, under the chairmanship of the Secretary - 

General, to foster greater co- ordination of the programmes and 
operations of the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies; 

3. REAFFIRMS: 

(a) The need for continuing concentration of effort on the 
part of the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies in order 
to ensure the most effective use of available resources and, 
accordingly, the curtailment of less important activities, 

(b) As an overall objective tlк. economic and social develop- 

ment of under -developed areas, 

4. STRESSES, in the interest of co- ordination and co- operative 
action, the importance of early and close consultation among the 
United Nations and the Specialized Agencies in the advance planning 

of programmes of interest to more than one of these bodies, and 

INVITES the co- operation of the Specialized Agencies to this end; 

5. REQUESTS the Secretary -General to consider, with the 
Administrative Committee on Co- ordination, the various questions 
raised and suggestions made in the course of the Council'в dis - 

cussions and to prepare, for the twenty -second session of the 

Council, a report with particular reference to any methods used 
and any consultations held relating to the advance planning of 

programmes and projects; 

6. CONSIDERS that the appropriate bodies of the United Nations 
and of the Specialized Agencies should review from time to time their 

1 
Official Records of the Economic and Social Council2 Twentieth Seвsion, 

Annexes, agenda item L, documents E /2659 and Corr.l, 2728 and Corr.l. 

2 
Specific action was taken by the Council on the °eports of the International 

Bank for Reconstruction and Development (E/2668, E/2668 Add.l) and of the 

International Monetary Fund (E /2661, E/2661 Add.l) at the nineteenth session. See 

resolutions 561 (XIX) and 562 (XIX). 
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publications and studies and the use made of them, in order to 
determine the extent to which they are of specific and continuing 
value; 

7. INVITES the Secretary -General, the subsidiary bodies of 

the Council, and the Specialized Agencies to bear in mind that 
certain activities might better be undertaken by such bodies as 
universities, national, private or public institutions, or non- 
governmental organizations; 

8. EXPRESSES the belief that in the interest of better 

preparation and adequate representation, efforts should be made 

by the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies to reduce 
further the number, the frequency, and, if possible, the length 

of conferences and meetings; 

9. TRANSMITS this resolution, together with the records of'. 

the discussion in the Council,1 to the Specialized Agencies for 

their consideration and appropriate action; 

10. DRAWS the attention of the subsidiary bodies of the 

Council to the terms of this resolution; 

II 

CONSIDERING that co- ordination at the national level in 
relation to international organizations operating in the economic 
and social fields is of paramount importance to the co- ordination 

of the efforts of these organizations, 

RECALLING resolution 125 (II) of the General Assembly which 

inter alia "Calls upon Members to take measures to ensure on the 

national level a co- ordinated policy of their delegations to the 

United Nations and to the different Specialized Agencies in order 
that full co- operation may be achieved between the Organization 
and the Specialized Agencies ... ", 

DRAWS THE ATTENTION of all governments to the desirability of 

taking further steps to ensure such co- ordination. 

7.5 Even more than the debate on the world social situation, the general review 

of programmes and co- ordination gave evidence that the members of the Council now 

accept the, principle of concerted action by the United Nations and the Specialized 

See Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Twentieth Session 

878th to 882nd and 893rd meetings and E /AC.24 /SR.1з4 to 138. 
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Agencies in the social field. As is noted above, paragraph 5.6, the Council had 

already requested in resolution 585 (XX) a report in 1956 on the implementation of 

the Programme of Concerted Practical Action in the Sосiаl Field. In the general 

review, members of the Council emphasized particularly the importance of early and 

close consultation among the United Nations and the Specialized Agencies in the 

advance planning of programmes. The Council requested that particular attention be 

given to this subject in the report which the Secretary -General is to submit to 

the twenty -second session. 

7.6 There was no dissent from the view expressed in plenary meeting that the work 

of the Co- ordination Committee should be an outstanding feature of the summer session, 

enabling the Council to review the whole machinery of the United Nations and the 

Specialized Agencies and to gauge its efficiency. It was also held that the general 

review should lead to a full and "uninhibited" exchange of views among the members 

of the Council, the Secretary - General of the United Nations or his representatives 

and the heads of the Specialized :genies, during which the heads of agencies would 

be expected to bring to the attention of the Council points which they would like 

governments to consider. 

8. Other social programmes 

8.1 Human rights. The General Assembly continued in 1955 its consideration of the 

Draft International Covenants on Human Rights and decided to place this item again 

on the agenda of its 1956 session.1 It has not yet considered the article on the 

right to health, which was drafted in consultation with WHO. 

8.2 The General Assembly authorized at its tenth session a small programme of 

advisory services to governments in human rights which will be undertaken by the 

United Nations with the co- operation of the Specialized Agencies, where appropriate, 

and without duplication of their existing activities.2 In communicating this 

resolution to the Director -General, the Secretary -General of the United Nations 

called particular attention to paragraphs 5 and 6, ï_1 which the General Assembly: 

1 
UN document А/3077. 

2 
Resolution 926 (X) of the General Assembly. 
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"5. Recommends that the Specialized Agencies continue to 
develop their technical assistance activities with a view to 
aiding Member States to further the effective observance of 
human rights; 

6. Invites the Specialized Agencies to communicate to the 
Economic and Social Council, for transmission to the Commission 
on Human Rights, any observations which they may find appropriate 

on the above- mentioned assistance and on any new measures of 
assistance which they may deem necessary with a view to assisting 
Member States in furthering the effective observance of human 
rights." 

8.3 The Director -General's reply stated as follows: 

"In pursuance of paragraph 6 of the resolution, you may wish 
to bring to the attention of the Economic and Social Council the 
second clause of the preamble to the Constitution of the World 
Health Organization, which states: 'The enjoyment of the highest 
attainable standard of health is one of the fundamental rights of 
every human being without distinction of race, religion, 
political belief, economic or social caadition'. 

The Executive Board of WHO was informed of the General 
Assembly's decision concerning advisory services in the field 
of human rights, and in informing the Ninth World Health 
Assembly of this resolution I shall call particular attention to 
paragraphs 5 and 6. At the present stage, I have no comments to 

offer concerning new measures which would be necessary with a 
view to assisting Member States in furthering the effective 

observances of the right to health." 

8.4 Social development in trust and non -self - governing territories. The Trustee- 

ship Council has emphasized at recent sessions the need for WHO to give it more 

assistance in its consideration of health conditions in trust territories. To meet 

this growing demand a consultant was engaged in 1954 to prepare the first general 

study which WHO has made of the health conditions in these territories. This study 

was presented to the Trusteeship Council in August 1954. In 1955, the regional 

offices co- operated in preparing comments on the health sections of the reports 

submitted to the Council at the fifteenth session by the administering authorities 

of six territories. For the sixteenth and seventeenth sessions of the Council', WHO 

provided similar comments which brought up to date the comments submitted at previous 

sessions. The Organization was represented at the meetings of the Council where 

health conditions in the trust territories were discussed. 
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8.5 In its report1 to the Tenth General Assembly, the Council noted the observations 

of WHO and called them to the attention of the administering authorities. The General 

Assembly noted the report of the Council in resolution 948 (R). At its seventeenth 

session (February /March 1956) the Trusteeship Council noted with satisfaction the 

coflaboration extended by WHO, and other Specialized Agencies, and expressed the hope 

that it would continue and increase in the future.2 

8.6 In resolution 333(IV) the General Assembly requested the Committee on 

Information from Non -Self -Governing Territories to pay particular attention to one 

functional field each year and invited the Specialized Agencies to co- operate in the 

study of the problems considered by the Committee. In 1955, the Committee gave 

particular attention to social conditions in non -self -governing territories and 

submitted a reporta on them to the General Assembly. In this connexion, WHO 

prepared reports for the Committee on (1) environmental sanitation and its 

importance in the non -self- governing territories, (2) nutrition and its relation 

to health, and (3) the principal communicable diseases in these territories. A 

representative of WHO took part in the Cоmmittеets discussion of these reports, 

and the Organization will be represented at the 1956 session of the Committee. 

8.7 The Committee on Non -Self- Governing Territories also noted the reports of the 

Secretary -General on Offers of Study and Training Facilities under General Assembly 

Yesolution 8)+5 (Ix) and on Principles of Community Devélopment.5 

8.8 In resolution 929 (x), information on social conditions in non-self-governing 

territories, the General Assembly expressed satisfaction at the increasing 

co- operation between members of the United Nations administering non -self- governing 

territories and the international bodies concerned, and requested the Specialized 

Agencies and other bodies to take full account of the views expressed by the 

Committee in its report. In resolution 931 (x), offers of study and training 

facilities under General Assembly resolution 845 (IX), the Assembly requested further 

1 
UN document A/2933 (.ifteenth and Sixteenth sessions of the Council) 

2 
Resolution 1370 (XVII) of the Trusteeship Council 

a UN document A /2908 Part II 

UN document A/297 
5 
UN document Е/лд>5/303 
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reports on the offers made and the use made of them. In resolution 830 (X), 

community development in non -self- governing territories, the General Assembly invited 

the administering authorities to include in their reports information as complete and 

up to date as possible on programmes and progress in the field of community develop- 

ment. It also approved thy, relevant amendment to the standard form. The Director - 

General plans to co- operate with the United Nations in analysing the health aspects 

of reports submitted under this resolution. 

9. Economic development of under -developed countries 

9.1 International Finance Corporation. The Articles of Agreement for the establish- 

ment of the Ínternational Finance Corporation, which had been drafted by the 

International Bank in pursuance of resolution 823 (IX) of the General Assembly, 

were approved in 1955 by the governing bodies of the Bank and the Fund. The General 

Assembly noted the report of the Economic and Social Council on this point1 and, 

at the end of its tenth session was informed that the number of States which had 

ratified the Articles of Agreement was sufficient to eniзure the establishment of 

the Corporation. The Corporation is designed to facilitate the setting up and 

expansion of productive private enterprise in under -developed countries by the 

investment of capital without the necessity for governmental guarantee. 

9.2 Special United Nations Fund for Economic Development. At its tenth session, 

the General Assembly established an ad hoc Committee to examine the comments of 

governments on the recommendations with respect to the establishment and operation 

of the proposed Special United Nations Fund for Economic Development (SUNFED).2 

The Committee is to make an interim report to the Economic and Social Council on 

this subject in 1956 and a final report in 1957. Its report will not commit any 

government. The first meeting of this ad hoc Committee is scheduled for 7 May 1956, 

and consultations are going forward with the United Nations concerning representation 

by the Specialized Agencies at its sessions. 

1 
Resolution 922 (X) of the General Assembly. 

2 Resolution 923 (X) of the General Assembly. This resolution is reproduced 
in Annex B. 
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9.3 Resolution WHÀ8.21, special fund for improving national health services, was 

communicated to the General Assembly in connexion with its debate on SUNFED. It 

may be noted that the General Assembly also received in this connexion a resolution 

adopted by the eighth session of the conference of the Food and 1..gгiсulturе 

Organization, in which the conference urged that SUNFED or a similar institution 

might soon be established and that in view of the importance of agricultural 

development FAO should be closely associated with its work.1 

9.4 Expanded programme of technical assistance for economic development. Decisions 

of the General Аavemblу on the Economic and Social Council xе.attng to this pragrаmmе 

are reported under item 6.5 of the agenda. 

10 Drams liable to próduce addiction 

10:•1 The Economic and Social Council considered at its twentieth session the tenth 

report of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs and adopted resolution 588 (XX) on 

international control of narcotic drugs. Several sections of this resolution refer 

to the work of WHO, or to matters with which WHO is concerned. 

10.2 The problem of synthetic drugs. Section D of this resolution relates to the 

proposal of the Committee on Narcotic Drugs that the Council should recommend to 

governments "to prohibit the production and йse of such synthetic drugs as they 

do not consider indispensable to public health ", The Council decided "to take no 

action on that proposal pending consideration by the Commission on Narcotic Drugs 

of the study now being prepared by WHO of the relative addictive properties and 

therapeutic advantages of synthetic narcotics and natural narcotics ". The study 

referred to is the fourth in a series of studies which the Council requested WHO to 

undertake in its resolution 505 (XVI). Two studies have been completed, the third 

will go to press shortly and the fourth is being prepared in consultation with the 

Narcotics Division of the United Nations. . 

UN document A/C .2/188; resolution 6/55 of the Conference of FAO. 
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10.3 Abuse of drugs (drug addiction). In section E of resolution 588 (XX), the 

Council expressed its appreciation of the assistance given by the World Health 

Organization and requested that Organization to prepare (а) an up -to -date study 

on appropriate methods for treating drug addicts; (b) information on methods and 

precautions which could assist the medical profession in prescribing narcotic drugs. 

The Council made recommendations to governments concerning the submission of 

statistics and the collection of information on the extent and character of drug 

addiction in their countries. 

10.x+ It also recommended that governments take appropriate measures to warn members 

of the medical and related professions, when appropriate, of the special dangers to 

public health that might be caused by any new narcotic drug placed on the market, 

and to invite them to study the desirability and possibility of prohibiting the 

production and use of such synthetic narcotic drugs as they do not consider 

indispensable to public health. 

10.5 In response to the first request of the Council the Director- General has 

included in the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1957 a proposal to 

convene a study group on methods of treating drug addicts. 

10.б The problem of Cannabis. In section C of resolution 588 (XX), the Council 

noted the report by FAO on the possibility of developing strains cf the plant 

Cannabis sativa L. devoid of harmful resin or of replacing it by other crops serving 

similar industrial purposes. The Council urged governments to support research on 

this subject and invited FAO in co- operation with the United Nations to act as a 

co- ordinating agency for this research. It may be noted that WHO brought the 

problem of Cannabis to the attention of the Council following a recommendation by 

the Expert Committee on Drugs Liable to Produce Addiction. 

10.7 In addition to these activities, WHO is represented at the meetings of the 

United Nations Commission on Narcotic Drugs, the Permanent Central Opium Board and 

the Drug Supervisory Body, in order to provide technical information which they 

require. 
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11. International Labour Organisation 

11.1 At its 39th session (June 1956) the International Labour Conference will 

consider a report on living and working conditions of indigenous populations in 

independent countries, with a view to the adoption of an international instrument 

for the protection and integration of these peoples. WHO will attend the discussion 

of this item. It has collaborated in the preparation of the report to the Conference 

and in the joint field Mission on indigenous populations in the Andean highlands. 

11,2 The Hashemite Kingdom Of Jordan became a member of ILO on 26 January 1956 

upon communicating its acceptance of the obligations of the Constitution. 

11,3 The contents of medical chests on board ship and medical advice by radio to 

ships at sea will be on the agenda of the Preparatory Technical Maritime Conference, 

authorized by the Governing Body of ILO to be held in the autumn of 1956, and of 

the Maritime session of the International Labour Conference in June 1957. The 

question of the minimum qualifications for persons given medical responsibility on 

board ship has been referred to the Joint ILl/WHO Committee on the Hygiene of 

Seafarers. 

11.4 At its 131st session (March 1956) the Governing Body began consideration of 

the report of the panel of the Correspondence Committee on Occupational Safety and 

Health which met in September 1955. No meeting of the Joint Expert Committee of 

ILO/WHO on Occupational Health is foreseen in the programme of meetings approved 

by the Governing Body for 1956. 

11,.5 The Governing Body agreed to the postponement of the Joint ILO/WHO European 

Seminar on Mental Health and Human Relations in Industry, and requested the Director - 

General to participate actively in the work of the Ad Hoc European Advisory Group 

of WHO on the Medical Aspects of Human Relations in Industrial Units. It authorized 

a Meeting of Experts on Industr:`.а1 and Human Relations to be convened by ILO in July 

1956. WHO expects to be represented at that meeting. 

11.6 In March 2.56 the Governing Body approved the report of the Committee of 

Experts on Social Policy in Non -Metropolitan Territories which held its fourth 

session in November 1955. 
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12. Food and Agriculture Organization 

12.1 The Eighth Conference of FAO was held in November 1955. The Director -General 

attended the opening meeting, at which the tenth anniversary of the Organization was 

commemorated. 

12.2 The Conference admitted Tunisia to membership in FAO. It adopted an amendment 

to the Constitution providing for the admission of Associate Members (resolution 

30/55). It also approved an agreement with the Council of Europe (resolution 38/55). 

12.3 The programme for 1957 and 1958, as approved by the Conference, provides for 

co- operation with WHO in jointly planned activities which are set out in the World 

Health Organization Official Records No. 66. The Conference approved budgets of 

$6.6 million for 1956 and $6.8 million for 1957. 

12.4 The Cpnference gave wholehearted support to the work to increase the 

production, and quality of milk and to improve chilli nutrition especially by 

developing the production and use of protein -rich foods. Most of this work 

involves co- operation with WHO and U 2CEF2 It also approved the initiation of a 

limited programme of fellowships for research within the regular programme of FAO. 

12,5 In two resolutions on the expanded programme of technical assistance, the 

Conference determined that FAO's technical assistance programme should be integrated 

so far as possible with its regular programme (resolution 16/55) and urged that the 

proportion of technical assistance funds permitted to be used for regional projects 

should be raised (resolution 15/55). 

13. United Nations Educatimal, Scientific and Cultural Organization 

13.1 The Conference of UNESCO, which meets every second year, will hold its ninth 

session in November 1956. WHO was represented at the 42nd and 43rd sessions of the 

Executive Board of UNESCO, which gave preliminary consideration at its 42nd session 

to the draft programme for 1957 and 1958. 

13.2 In November 1955, the Executive Board of UA]ESÇO was informed that the Union 

of South Africa had decided to withdraw from the Organization. 
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13.3 A subvention of $18 000 was granted to CIOМS for 1956 at the Board's meeting 

of November 1955. 

13.4 In accordance with his usual practice, the Director -General of UNESCO invited 

the comments of other United Nations Organizations on the draft programme for 1957/ 

1558. WHO's comments have been communicated to the UNESCO Executive Board. The 

draft programme provides fox' co- operative activities with WHO, especially in the 

fields of education and the natural sciences, as indicated in the World Health 

Organization Official Records No. 66. 

13.5 A new departure in this programme is the inclusion of two "major projects ", 

both of interest to WHO. The first, "Extension of primary education in Latin America ", 

would involve co- operation in school health in accordance with the agreement reached 

through the ACC in 19541 and reported to the Seventh World Health Assembly (E/2659: 

ACC report). The work of the UNESCO Advisory Committee on Arid Zone Research, in 

which WHO has participated, is the basis for the second major project, "Scientific 

research on arid lands ". Should these projects be approved by the Conference of 

UNESCO, WHO's co- operation will continue under the existing arrangements and 

budgetary provisions. 

1 
UN document E/2659. 
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RESOLUTION 585(xx) 01? Т EGOFTOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL 

WORLD SOCIAL SITUATION 

A 

RL'ORТ d F THE SOCIAL CO 1. ON 
(TENTH SESSION) 

The Economic and Social Council 

Takes note of the report of the Social Commission (tenth session)(1) 

ado)ted at 
883rd plenary meeting, 
2 July 1955 

в 

INTERNATIONAL DEFINITION AND M+' SUREMENТ OF SТАNDABDS 
AND LEVELS OF LIVING 

The Economic and Social Council, 

Having considered the recommendations of the Social Commission 
2) 

and the preliminary 

recommendations of the Statistical Commissiont3) on the Report on International' 

Definition and Measurement of Standards and Levels .of Living(4) , as well as the opinions 

expressed in these Commissions regarding the report, ' 

(1) Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Twentieth Session, 
Supplement No. 9 (E/2758) . 

(2) Ibid., para. 32. 

(3) Ibid., Supplement No. 1 (E/2569), para. 83. 

(4+) Е /CN .3 /179 -E /CN .5/299. United N ,t ions publication, 'Sales No.: 1954.W.5. 
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Noting that the Statistical Commission is to examine the report further at its 

next session, 

1. Expresses appreciation of the report as having made a significant 

contribution to research and to the utilization of research materials in the 

social field, and notes the views expressed by the Secretary- General(5} with 

regard thereto; 

2. Considers the measurable component- approach sumглarized in paragraph 199 

of the report to be a useful basis for future action with the-ultimate aim of 

enabling international comparisons to be made; 

3. Begards the immediate need as one of choosing components which are 

capable of measurable analysis and whose significance has won international recognition, 

and of initiating or developing, above all in under -developed countries, statistical 

systems which will take account of such components and enable accurate measurements 

of changes in levels of living over years to be made on a comparable basis; 

4.. Draws the attention of States Members of the United Nations to the methods 

recomnendèd for .this purpose by the Committee of Experts in carrying out studies 

of levels Of'living"and planning social and economic development programmes, 

giving special attention to agricultural and industrial workers; 

5. Requests the Secretary -General: 

(á) То promote,' in association with the specialized agencies concerned, the 

carrying out of family living surveys and provide technical assistance, "on 

request, to enable governments to conduct such surveys; 

(b) То continue his close co- operation with the International Labour Organisation 

in connexion with the proposed working group of experts(6) on the objectives, 

scope and methodology of family living studies; 

(e) То pursue, in association with the International Labour Organisation, the 

examination of the concepts, definitions and techniques required in the measure- 

ment of under -employment and irregular employment; 

(5) E/CW .5 /3Q, paras. 1 to 9. 

(6) Ibid., para. З. 
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6. Drava the attention of the Secretary -General, the specialized agencies 

concerned and governmental and non- go1ernmental organizations to the need of 

further work on development of components and of additional indicators for 

measurement of non -material and other social and technical aspects of levels of 

living; 

7. Requests the Secretary -General: 

(a) To continue to provide overal planning and co- ordination in carrying 

forward work on levels of living through arrangements which will ensure the 

maximum participation of interested specialized agencies; 

(b) To present at future sessions of the Social Commission, the Statistical 

Commission and the Council a progress report on work done with a view to the 

development of measurement of levels of living, as well as further measures 

which need to be taken; 

(ç) To utilize the reports on the world social situation and the United Nations 

statistical reports and related studies to disseminate information on levels of 

living and changes therein. 

Resolution adopted at the 
883rd plenary meeting, 
23 July 1955. 

C • PRINCIPLES CB' COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

The Economic and Social Council, 

Recalling its resolution x+96 (XVI) , 

Considering that Governments have a vital role to play in achieving economic 

and social progress and that such progress can be accelerated, especially in 

areas which are less developed economically if the latent abilities and energies 

of the people are utilized in self-help activities for the improvement of their 

communities, 
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Having considered the report of the Secretary -General on "Principles of 

community development "(7) and the views and recommendations of the Social 

Commission(8) and the specialized agencies(9) thereon; 

1. Recommends for the consideration of States Members of the United Nations 

and for implementation as far as practicable by all concerned, the report and the 

principles tentatively outlined therein; 

2. Invites Member States to furnish their observations on these principles to 

enable the Secretary -General to consider how far they need to be supplemented or 

modified in the light of the observations received, with a view to further 

consideration of the matter at the next session of the Social Commission; 

3. Calls the attention of Member States to the technical assistance available 

through the United Nations, the specialized agencies, governmental and non- 

governmental organizations; 

4. Urges Member States to continue to make available information on their 

experience in community development to the United Nations and the specialized 

agencies and to provide suitable forms of assistance to other countries; 

5. Requests the Secretary -General: 

(a) In co- operation with the specialized agencies and, as appropriate, with the 

regional economic commissions, to continue to assist Governments, especially of 

the under -developed countries, in developing and carrying out projects in this 

field through technical assistance and study activities; 

(b) In association with the specialized agencies, to encourage and assist in 

regional co- operation in this field, including; as appropriate, the organization 

and development of regional exchange centres for technical information, training 

courses, seminars and study tours; 

(ç) To give special attention, in association with the specialized agencies 

concerned: 

(7) Е /СгΡN .5/303 

(8) Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Twentieth Session, 
Supplement No__ (E/ T 758) , para . )4.9. 

(9) E /CN . 5 /303 /Add .1 and E /CN . 5 /SR .230. 
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(i) To the role of the government and the role of the population in 

planning and implementing programmes of community development; 

(ii) To the assistance which different firms of co- operRtive action can give 

to community development; 

(iii) To the development of new methods and techniques relating to improvement 

in living conditions in local communities; 

(iv) To identifying and defining the role which the various professional and 

technical services or disciplines play in balanced community development;' 

(v) To the study of methods of evaluation; 

('гз`i) Тo the OW7 to be undertaken by the Economic .ISsi n fug Asie, mid 
the Far East on the analysis of the actual and potential contribution to 

capital formation and to economic development generally of community development 

and other similar measures of co- operation, and to promote similar studies in 

other regions; 

6. Requests the Technical Assistance Board to give sympathetic consideration 

to projects of regional co- operation in the field of community dive lopment. 

Resolution adopted at the 
883rd denary meeting, 
23 July 1955. 

л 

TRAINING 0F WELFARE !'RS ONNE1. 

The Eсonomin and Social Council, 

Havipg considered the _•eport of the Secretary -General an Training'оf Welfare 

' Personnel and the recommendations of the Social Commission(ii) on this subject, 

Having regard to the urgent need in many countries of a rapid increase in 

trained personnel chosen for their indidua1 sympathies and qualifications and 

their ability to understand the outlook and гequirernts of the persons with whom 

they are to work, 

(10) Е /CN.5 /3и4, United Nations publication, Sales No.: 1955 <IV.9. 

(11) Official Records of the Economic and Social Ccuncil� Twentieth Session, 
Supplement Ne. 9 (Е/2758), para. 62. 
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. 

Noting the increased interest of Member States concerned to ensure better methods 

of selection and training programmes for social workers and the efforts now being made 

for this purpose, 

1. Cerf irms the necessity of stressing the value not only of the training and use 

of professionцl. social workers but also of training and using local multi- purpose and 

auxiliary workers in certain cases; 

2. Reéommends to Member States that the appropriate governmental and non - governmental 

agencies consider the feasibility of undertaking: 

(a) A review of the extent to which the princ °ples and recommendations of the 

Social-Comffission relating to the social work education and in- sеrviсе training have 

been implemented in. their ссгΡ *.ntries ; 

(b) А shady of the personnel requirements in their country, the skills needed for 

the various types if social work, and the training programmes and training. materials 

required for professional and auxiliary social workers; 

(с) А further ехtensien and improvement of training facilities and training 

programmes at different educational levels with particular attention to problems 

and techniques of community development, as well as to problems of adequate 

financing of training facilities and programmes; 

З. Recuests the Secretary- General: 

(a> Ti continue consultation with the specialized agencies concerned regarding the 

eхam nation of common 'problems encountered in training auxiliary and community 

workers; 

(b) то continue to give, priority to assisting governments in their training 

programmes in the fields of social welfare, including the collection, preparation, 

translation and exchange of suitable training materials for both professional an 

аuxiliarp. work.er.s; 

(o) То provide material, with special reference to regional requirements, to assist 

governments and all concerned in the. development of training programmes at all levels; 

(d) То promote regional seminars and conferences for the development of the content 

and techniques of training of social workers at all levels; 

(е) To focus attention on selected problems of social work training in the 

preparation of the next survey on social welfare training 

Hes alut ioil aдo�tеd at the 

:rd •,lenaгу meet in, 
_ну 1952. 

' 
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E 

FINANCING OF HOUSING AND СOMbïUNITY PROGRAMME6 

The Economic and Social Council, 

Taking into account General Assembly resolution 537 (VI) and Council resólutioas 

434 I (XIV) and 496 (XVI) as well as the resolution on financing of housing and 

community development adopted by the Social Commission at its eighth session,(12) 

Recal11 that the General Assembly, in its resolution 537 (VI), requested the 

Council to. give urgent attention, inter alla, to assistance to governments in 

developing practical methods of financing housing programmes from domestic or 

external sources, 

Having noted the growing interest of governments in the problems of financing 

of housing and community improvement programmes and in the adópt3on in this 

connexion of national policies and special measures including the establishment of 

housing agencies and financial institutions, 

Considering further that certain methods of financing successfully used in the 

housing and community improvement field, including self and mutual help and 

co- operatives, could prove applicable in the financing of other social development 

programmes) 

1. Reaffirms its belief in the significant role that programmes of housing can 

play in economic and social development and also in opening avenues of employment 

in different countries; 

2. Requests the Secretary,- General: 

(a) To study and assemble in collaboration with appropriate agencies information 

on the feasibility of financing housing programmes from external sources, for 

example by means of mortgage, and to include such information in the report 

prepared in compliance with General Avsembly resolution 824 (IX) on the 

international flow of private capital; 

(12) Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Fourteenth Session, 
рplement No. 9 (Е/2247), para. 113. 
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(b) Tо convene, at the request of interested ;overnments, as part of technical 

assistance activities and in co- operation with regional economic commissions 

where they exist, the specialized agencies, and the inter -governmental and non- 

governmental organizations concerned, regional meetings of experts in order: 

(i) Tо consider the problems and practical methods of financing housing and 

community improvement programmes, especially for persons in low- income groups; 

(ii) To prepare material describing ,(1) existing possibilities and appropriate 

sources for the financing of housing and community improvement programmes, as 

part. of economic and social development in general and (2) special methods 

designed to bridge the gap between t_zе cost of, and the ability of low -income 

families to pay for, adequate housing; 

(e) To review, in co- operation with regional economic oommissions where they exist, 

developments in the field of financing of housing and community improvement; 

(d) Tо report to the Social Commission and to the Council the results of the 

action taken under paragraphs (a) to (c) above; 

3. Urges the Technical Assistance Board to give sympathetic consideration to 

assistance in organizing the regional meetings of experts as well as to requests 

by governments for technical assistance in the field of housing and community 

improvement. 

Resolution adopted at the 
883rd plenary meeting, 
23 July 1955. 

F 

'MAINTENANCE OF FAMILY LEVELB OF LIVING 

The Economic andЅociai Council, 

Having regard to the urgency in many countries of considering policies arid 

practical methods of administering broad measures to maintain and improve family 

levels of living, 
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Having considered the proposals by the Secretary -- General in the progress report 

and work programme for 1955- 1957(3} and the recоmmendations'of the Social 

Commission relevant to the formulation of recommendations for a co- ordinated policy 

regarding family levels of living, particularly inthe application of broad 

programmes of social security, social assistance and related social services for 

family and child we lfare,(14� 

1. Invites the International Labour Organisation and other specialized agencies 

concerned to co- operate with the United Nations in а joint study of these problems; 

2. Authorizes the Secretary -General: 

(a) Tо continue the study xf these matters jointly with the /rector -General of the 

International Labour Office and with the other specialized agencies concerned; 

(b) To convene, In joint sponsorship with the International Labour Office and in 

co- operation with the other specialized agencies concerned, a Working Group 

composed of experts highly qualified in those fields and, at the same time, 

representative of countries at varying stages of economic development and with 

varying social structure, assist examination of the technical problems 

involved; 

3. Invites the Social Commission, the International Labour Organisation and the 

other specialized agencies concerned to examine the report of the Working Group; 

4. Requests the Secretary- General, after the Social Commission has considered 

the report of the Working Group and the observations of the interested specialized 

' agencies, to submit to the Council, at its twenty-fourth session, the Report of the 

Working Group, together with a report including the views expressed thereon by the 

Social Commission and the specialized agencies concerned, and his own observations. 

Resolution adopted at the 
883rd plenary meeting, 
23 July 1955. 

(13) E /CN.5 /308, paras. 223 and 224. 

(14) Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Twentieth Session, 
Supplement No. 9 (E/2758), para. 129. 
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G 

ADVISORY SOCIAL WELFARE SERVICES 

The Economic and Social Council, 

Recalling General Assembly .resolution 418 (V) on advisory social welfare services, 

and Council resolution 222 (IX) on the Expended Programme of Technical Assistance, 

.Having noted the views and recommendations of the Social Commission oп the 

programme of advisory social welfar_ -arvices,(15) 

Noting that the present allocation of resources in the United Nations budget for 

advisory social welfare services does not, in many cases, permit the Secretary - 

General to meet valid requests by Governments in the fields covered by the terms 

of resolution 418 (V), 

1. Reiterates that, with a view to raising the level of living of populations 

generally, measures of a social nature should accompany those more directly aimed 

at economic development, and, that programmes of social development should include 

measures aimed..at creating social conditions favourable to economic development and 

at preventing disruptive social effects of accelerated economic growth; 

2... Approves the emphasis laid by the Secretary -General, in his proposals for 

the. .organization and the work of the Secretariat in the economic and social fields, 

on increased direct assistance to Governments in the social welfare field and in 

the social aspects of economic development; 

,3. . г commends that the General Assembly provide for a significant increase, 

within the present level of the United Nations budget, in allocations for the 

programme of advisory social welfare services for 1956 and following years. 

Resolution adopted at the 
883rd plenary meeting, 
23 July 1955. 

(15) Official Records of the Economic and Social :Council, Twentieth Session, 
Supplement No. 9 (x/2758) , para. 109. 
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H 

WORLD SOCIAL SITUATION 

The Economic and Social Council, 

I 

Taking into account the fact that under Article 55 of the Charter the United 

Nations is bound to promote higher standards of living, full employment, and 

economic and social' progress and development, 

Bearing in mind in this connexion that the International Survey of Programmes 

of Social Devгlopment,(16) whilst showing the progress made in developing measures 

to improve social conditions, none the less demonstrates that much remains to be 

done to improve the lot of vide sections of the world's population, 

Recognizing the universal desire for an agreement on internationally 'supervised 

world -wide disarmament, 

Considering that the reduction of expenditure on armaments would permit an 

increase in the resources available for the improvement of social conditions and 

would at the same time establish a climate favourable for the expansion of 

international co- operation in the social and economic fields, 

1. Expresses confidence that Governments will continue to spare no efforts to . 

improve the social and economic conditions in their own countries and elsewhere, 

particularly in the under -developed countries, and will further increase those 

efforts when additional resources are freed by an agreement on internationally 

supervised world -wide disarmament; 

2. Hopes for the early achievement of these objectives in the interests of the 

rapid improvement of social and economic conditions throughout the world;, 

II 

Recalling its resolution 434 A (XIV)' roqueзting a supplementary xreport, dealing 

with a survey of national and international measures taken to improve the social 

conditions reflected in the Preliminary Report on the World Social,Situatioд,(17) 

Having considerгd the International Survey of Programmes of Social Development(I6) 

ana the views expressed thereon in the Social Commission.(18) 

(16) E /CN.5 /301 /Rеv.l. United Nations publication, Sales No. : 1955,1V.8. 
(17) E /CN.5 /267 /Rev.l. United Nations publication, Sales No. : 1952.IV.11. 

(18) Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Twentieth Session, 
Supplement No. 9, para. 91. 
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Having commended the Secretary - General and the Directors- General of the specialized 

agencies who collaborated in its preparation; 

Believing that the Survey has important practical value for governmental, inter - 

governmental and non -governmental organizations concerned with social problems and 

with programmes for• improving social conditions, 

1. Re'commеndS that governments take such measures as they deem appropriate to 

bring the Survey to the attention of interested governmental and non -governmental 

agencies. in theicoйttrie9 ;, :. 

2. ' Requests the'Secretary- General to place the chief emphasis in the next 

Survey-on changes.bthaat have taken place since the first Survey and to include material 

on: 

(a)''Internatibnal measures taken to improve social conditions; 

(b) Further use of community development as a technique for improving the levels 

of living, particularly in under -developed areas, community development being 

'iпterprеted•аs a process creating conditions of economic and social progress for 

the whole -community -with its active participation and the fullest possible reliance 

upon the conniunity's initiative; 

III 

Recalling, that the Secretary- General, by, Council resolution 434 A (XIV), was, requested 

to prepare a, further report on the world social situation, 

Requests the Secretary -General: 

,(á), To place, chief emphasis in the next report on changes that have taken place 

throughout the world since the preliminary report and to give special attention 

to the problems of peoples undergoing rapid transition especially through 

urbanization, 

(b)bТo "•issue the: report by December 1956 for consideration by the Social Commission 

at its eleventh session, and by the Council at its twenty- fourth session, 

(C).To prepare for the use of the Council, at its twenty -second session, a report 

on the extent to which the priorities and programmes set forth in,Council 

resolution 496 (X'VI) on the programme of, concerted practical action in the social 

field have been taken into account and implemented by the United Nations and the 

specialized agencies, 

Resolution adopted at the 
' 883rd plenary meeting,, 

23 July 1955. 
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The General Assembly, 

Reaffirming the importance of the economic development of the under -developed 

countries as an essential condition for promoting such international relationships 

as are propitious for the strengthening of peace and the attainment of world -wide 

prosperity, . 

Considering the real need of the under-developed countries for additional 

means for accelerating the development of their economic -social infra-structure, 

which is basic to the substantial expansion of their production and for the 

well -being of their peoples, 

Recalling its resolutions on the establishment of a Special United Nations 

Fund for Economic Development and, in particular, reaffirming its unanimously adopted 

resolutions 724 A (VIII) and 724 B (VIII) of 7 December 1953, 

Recalling further its appeal to governments to review their respective . 

positions as regards extending their material support to such a Fund in accordance 

with changes in the international situation and other relevant factors, both 

national and international, as expressed in its resolution 822 (IX) of 11 December 

1954, 
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Having examined the further report1 of Mr Raymond Scheyven, assisted by the 

Secretary -General and a Committee of Experts, the comments2 thereon of the 

Economic and Social Council, included in the Council's report at the request of the 

General Assembly under resolution 822 (IX), and the statement (А /С.2/187) of 

Mr Scheyven made on 31 October 1955, 

Taking note of Economic and Social Council resolution 583 A (XX) of 

5 August 1955, 

1. Expresses its great appreciation of the work performed by Mr Scheyven, 

assisted by the Secretary -General and the Committee of Experts; 

2. Requests the Secretary- General to invite the States Members of the United 

Nations and members of the specialized agencies in the econom+cand social sphere, 

to transmit to him, not later than 31 March 1956, their views, as definitely as 

possible, relating to the establishment, role, structure and operations of a 

Special United Nations Fund for Economic Development, bearing in mind particularly 

the questions enumerated in the annex attached hereto, in order that such views 

and replies may provide material for the statute of the Fund when it is decided 

to establish such a Fund; 

3. Requests further that the Secretary- General, in addressing Member States 

as indicated above, provide them with all the relevant documents, including the 

records of the discussions on the subject at the tenth session of the General 

Assembly; 

4• Establishes an Ad Hoc Committee composed of representatives of sixteen 

governments, to be appointed by the President of the General Assembly, to analyse 

the replies and comments of governments received under paragraph 2 above, with a 

view to submitting to the Economic and Social Council at its twenty- second session 

and to the General Assembly at its eleventh session, such interim report as it may 

be in a position to make, and its final report to the twenty -third session of the 

Council, it being understood that in making such reports, it would not commit any 

Member Government: 

1 
Official Records of the General Assembly. Tenth Session, Supplement No. 17 

(A/2906). 

2 Ibid., Supplement No. 3 (A/2943), chapter III A, paras. 142 to 177. 
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5. Invites the Secretary -General to provide the Ad Hoc Committee with an 

the necessary facilities; 

6. Expresses the hope, in view of the increased support for the proposed 

establishment of a Special United Nations Fund for Economic Development, that 

conditions more favourable to the establishment of an international fund will be 

created in the near future, and that savings from internationally supervised 

world -wide disarmament will provide additional means for financing the economic 

development of under- developed countries, and will further the aims and objectives 

of such a Fund. 

ANNEX 

1. What, in the expectation of your Government, will be the role of a Special 

Fund for the Economic Development of your country? 

2. What is the opinion of your Government as regards the nature of contributions 

to the operational budget of the Special Fund? 

3. What is the opinion of your Government as to the initial sum which should be 

collected before the Special Fund starts its operations? 

4. What does your Government think as to the Special Fund making grants -in -aid 

and loans and under what terms and conditions? 

5. What is the opinion of your Government about the relationships between the 

Speсial Fund on the one hand and the United Nations and the specialized agencies 

on the other? 

6. What, in the opinion of your Government, should be the structure (governing 

bodies and management) of the Special Fund? 

7. What, in the opinion of your Government• should be the methods and mechanism 

for the. appraisal of projects submitted by Governments? 

8, Any other suggestions your Government may have regarding the structure and 

functions of the Special Fund. 
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NOTE: At the 553rd plenary meeting on 9 December 1955, after the adoption of the 

resolution, the President proposed the following States Members to be represented 

on the Ad вoc Committee: Canada, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Egyypt, France, India, 

Indonesia,, Netherlands,_ Norway, Pakistan, Poland, . Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of 

Amыrica,and Yugoslavia. The General Assembly agreed to this proposal. 


